ABSTRACT

Methods developed by the Southern Network on Adverse Reactions project, the only state-funded pharmacovigilance program in the nation, are invaluable in identifying rare and serious drug events and in disseminating related safety reports quickly throughout the medical community. An important discovery was identification and reporting of an association of rituximab and progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) in patients without human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). A recent investigation identified 57 patients with rituximab-associated PML, including bone marrow samples, brain biopsies, and autopsy materials from patients with lymphoma and PML who tested positive for JC virus. The investigation identified an association of rituximab-chemotherapy administration and PML, although a causal relationship remains an area of active investigation. Additional investigations evaluated the epidemiology of PML in the oncology setting before and after the introduction of rituximab for lymphoma treatment. Focused analyses investigated risk factors for development of this rare complication. Further studies are needed to investigate the pathophysiology, epidemiology, and risk factors for PML developing among HIV-negative cancer patients who receive rituximab and chemotherapy.

Detecting, Investigating, and Disseminating Findings

Surveillance programs are needed because important rare side effects are seldom discovered in a clinical trial. The Safety and Efficacy of Natalizumab in Combination with Interferon Beta-1a in Patients with Relapsing Remitting Multiple Sclerosis (SENTINEL) trial was unusual in that it detected two cases of PML associated with the use of natalizumab. Most rare side effects are undetected at the time of FDA approval, and usually many years elapse from the time a potential problem is detected until it is identified as a rare side effect of the drug. The average
time for a “black box” warning to appear on a package insert following FDA approval is 7 to 10 years.³

**Timely and thorough data collection**

Academic pharmacovigilance organizations such as SONAR operate differently from the FDA and pharmaceutical manufacturers in their search for adverse drug events (Figure).⁴ SONAR collects reports from investigators, clinicians, attorneys, patients, and family members on suspected treatment-related adverse events and investigates these reports carefully. Direct calls to hospitals and large centers can be useful in searching for cases, using information obtained from Internal Review Boards and medical records.

SONAR investigators perform extensive literature reviews, may request more data from authors, and request and review additional FDA case reports. Unfortunately, obtaining data from the FDA can be difficult and time-consuming. Data can be requested through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), but receiving it may take more than a year, and the information in the public record may be redacted. SONAR obtains laboratory tests and imaging records and works with scientists to better understand the pathophysiology of potential treatment-related rare adverse events, investigate epidemiologic estimates of the side effect rate, and evaluate risk factors for development of toxicity.

Adverse events are usually identified by SONAR within 2 years post–drug approval—a 5-year improvement over the FDA on this important metric. Once an adverse event is positively identified, the information is disseminated throughout the worldwide medical community via journal articles and presentations at medical conferences. Funding is grant-based from sources such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the state of South Carolina, and the University of South Carolina.

**FDA, manufacturer reports may be incomplete and delayed**

In contrast with SONAR, the FDA relies heavily on MedWatch to detect cases of adverse events. The safety record compiled by MedWatch is often incomplete because the program relies on voluntary submissions of adverse events; further, the inordinate amount of followup required of physicians discourages many from participating. The time to identify an adverse event can be several years, and the FDA disseminates adverse event reports via package inserts. The network that evaluates the safety information and identifies initial safety signals is mainly internal to FDA employees, as is the funding.

Pharmaceutical manufacturers frequently compile data from their own proprietary databases. Although they attempt to follow up on reports of rare adverse events, it is often difficult or impossible for the company to obtain followup information from busy clinicians. Identifica-
tion of an adverse event typically takes 7 to 12 years for most pharmaceutical manufacturers—reflecting the barriers experienced in obtaining detailed information from clinicians about potential new serious adverse drug reactions. Findings are frequently disseminated through “Dear Doctor” letters. Manufacturers’ investigative networks, like those of the FDA, are largely internal and the amount of funding of them allocate to drug safety investigations is unknown.

**RARE EVENTS MAY INVOLVE FEW CASES**

Of our major publications, many findings are based on a small number of cases—for example, only 13 cases for clopidogrel-associated thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) and 9 for pure red cell aplasia caused by epoetin alfa. Important findings also come from meta-analyses, although this avenue in our pharmacovigilance approach is less typical.

The 2008 study on mortality and venous thromboembolism associated with erythropoiesis-stimulating agents highlights the importance of basic scientific investigation in identifying rare events. Administration of epoetin alfa to raise hemoglobin levels had been approved by the FDA in 1989 for use in patients undergoing dialysis and in 1993 for supportive use in patients with some types of cancers. We discovered that epoetin alfa promoted cancer growth based on analysis of published data and reports in conjunction with basic scientific studies of erythropoietin and erythropoietin receptors in solid cancers.

**RITUXIMAB AND VIRAL REACTIVATION**

In the case of viral reactivation associated with the use of rituximab, a warning about hepatitis B reactivation was added to the package insert in 2004. In 2006, a warning about other viral infections was added to the package insert. In late 2006, a letter was sent to health care professionals from the manufacturer and the FDA with the warning that PML had been observed in two patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) who were treated with rituximab (an off-label use), both of whom were negative for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). A few months later, a black box warning to this effect was added to the package insert.

After we identified PML as an adverse event from rituximab in HIV-negative patients, we obtained case reports from clinicians at 12 cancer centers or academic hospitals (22 cases). We also reviewed FDA reports (11 cases), the manufacturer’s database (30 cases), and publications (18 cases) using the search terms “leukoencephalopathy,” “rituximab,” “immunosuppressed,” “lymphoma,” and “leukemia.” The unique data sources included clinical observations, the medical literature, FDA MedWatch, and the manufacturer.

Of rituximab-treated patients who developed PML, the mean age was 61 years (range, 30 to 89 years), 56% of patients were women, and the mean number of rituximab doses was six (range, 1 to 28). Six patients had undergone stem cell transplants (four autologous), and 26 were also taking a purine analogue.

Among 57 patients, a median of 16 months elapsed between first taking rituximab to development of PML (range, 1.0 to 90.0 months), and 5.5 months from the last dose of rituximab to development of PML (range, 0.3 to 66.0 months). The median time from diagnosis of PML to death was only 2.0 months (range, 0.4 to 122 months). Reported survival rates for patients with rituximab-associated PML who did not undergo stem cell transplantation was less than 10%.

The symptoms of PML are easily confused with those that might be expected in an older patient with lymphoma, making early detection especially difficult. More than one-half (54.4%) had confusion or disorientation, and many had focal motor weakness (33.3%), loss of coordination (24.6%), difficulty speaking (21.2%), and vision changes (17.5%).

**Effects on T and B cells and role of JC virus**

At the time of PML diagnosis, 90% of patients had either a severely low CD4+ count or a low CD4+:CD8+ ratio. Based on clinical trial data, cytotoxic chemotherapy and not rituximab appears responsible for the abnormal CD4+ count and the low CD4+:CD8+ ratio in rituximab-treated patients.

Little is known about how T cells function after rituximab administration. In idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, the response to B-cell depletion induced by rituximab is associated with significant changes in the T-cell compartment. In a study of patients with either SLE or Evans syndrome, rituximab therapy was found to modify T-cell phenotype and cytokine profiles. The rapid effect of rituximab in multiple sclerosis suggests that it targets a process thought to be T-cell mediated.

Our early hypothesis was that rituximab contributes to viral reactivation and PML through inhibiting T- and B-lymphocyte interactions. We now believe that the bone marrow plays an important role, which may explain the process by which natalizumab can cause PML. Five of five bone marrow samples from patients with lymphoma and PML tested positive for JC virus (JCV) compared with only two of 86 bone marrow samples from patients without PML. The JCV is latent in CD34+ hematopoietic cells and probably in early B lymphocytes. Chemotherapy mobilizes the stem cells from bone marrow and causes quantitative T-cell depletion. Rituximab reduces the qualitative T-cell response, and B-cell depletion results in expansion of progenitor cells containing the latent JCV. The hypothesis is limited in that it is based on a retrospective case series and
is not verified in a laboratory model.

Of the 57 cases of PML identified in 2009, two patients were given rituximab for hematologic disorders and had no chemotherapy other than steroids. These data suggest that rituximab confers risk on its own.\textsuperscript{17}

**Quantifying risk of developing PML from rituximab**

Calculating the odds of developing PML from rituximab therapy is difficult. The background rate of PML is an important consideration. One population-based study estimated the incidence of PML in patients with hematologic malignancies at 0.07\%. This estimate was based on three cases of PML observed in patients with hematologic malignancies over a period of 11 years in a single Canadian province.\textsuperscript{27} Another study found a higher incidence of 0.52\% in patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia, although all of these patients were also treated with fludarabine.\textsuperscript{22} Accurately calculating the risk of PML attributable to the underlying malignancy as opposed to immune suppression from treatment is complicated by the rarity of the disease. Fludarabine is the chemotherapeutic agent most closely associated with PML. However, its well known side effects of T-lymphocyte depletion and complicating opportunistic infections similar to those seen in acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) make such an association intuitive.\textsuperscript{23}

Kavenaugh and Matteson reported that about 8,000 SLE patients had received rituximab treatment and two of these patients had developed PML.\textsuperscript{24} PML has been reported previously among 30 SLE patients who had not received rituximab, suggesting that SLE is a predisposing disorder.\textsuperscript{25,26}

In the setting of hematologic malignancy, rituximab-associated PML incidence estimates are complicated by a low basal risk of PML seen among persons with the disease state prompting rituximab therapy and an inability to determine risk attributable to rituximab. A recent study demonstrated an association between rituximab and PML in patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL). The retrospective, monocentric cohort study assessed data from 976 NHL patients diagnosed in Italy from 1994 to 2008, including 517 patients who received at least one dose of rituximab. Inclusion of rituximab into standard chemotherapy regimens for NHL caused a significantly higher incidence of PML cases (rate difference, 2.2 every 1,000 patient-years; 95\% confidence interval, 0.1–4.3).\textsuperscript{27} More such studies of viral reactivation syndromes are obviously needed.

Ideally, randomized clinical trials of the use of rituximab in patients with lymphoma would serve as guidance, but because the drug, as the standard of care for treatment of lymphoma, is so widely used, randomization would be impractical.

Future planned studies include a case-control study of T-cell markers after chemotherapy administration with or without exposure to rituximab, a case-control study of bone marrow specimens from disease-matched and treatment-matched controls, and a cohort study using a large electronic medical records database or a government database.

**CONCLUSION**

The methods developed in the SONAR project will permit exploration of important hypotheses regarding the detection and prevention of rare adverse events in oncology, forming a basis for subsequent investigations. Based on our recent findings, rituximab may be associated with multiple viral reactivation syndromes; screening and early detection can potentially be helpful in preventing these complications.

**DISCUSSION**

Dr. Calabrese: Your approach to identifying rare adverse events is novel and aggressive, but the seeming limitations in a disease such as lymphoma are (1) rituximab is now a standard of care so everybody with lymphoma gets it, and (2) going back to the earliest descriptions of PML, lymphoma has always been represented as a predisposing factor. Moving ahead, how then can you calculate an effect size for a drug like rituximab?

Dr. Bennett: There’s no way to do it; we’re sort of stuck. Of the 57 cases with PML that we reported in *Blood*,\textsuperscript{17} two patients received rituximab for hematologic disorders and received no chemotherapy besides steroids. In those two patients, we could not blame the development of PML on lymphoma. Those types of patients suggest that rituximab may be implicated, but examining this question with a case-control or even a cohort study is an expensive proposition.

Dr. Simpson: My experience in terms of collaborating with the FDA has been distinctly unrewarding. Some years ago I had been looking into an adverse effect related to the nucleoside analog reverse transcriptase inhibitor d4T, in which there was a rapidly progressive neuromuscular weakness syndrome that looked like Guillain-Barré and lactic acidosis. The FDA itself reported 12 cases at an international AIDS conference and did not have any answers. I was charged by the AIDS Clinical Trials Group and other branches at the NIH to try to figure it out. When I requested access to FDA data, I ran into an unbelievable bureaucratic morass. Ultimately, we had to go through the FOIA to get them to release anything.

Dr. Bennett: The FOIA is the only way to get anything from the FDA. It takes about a year and a half and much information is redacted.
Dr. Berger: As we roll out these newer compounds, we need a mechanism to look for both foreseen and unforeseen consequences, perhaps with close collaboration between pharmaceutical companies and governmental agencies.

Dr. Bennett: The Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies program authorizes the FDA to require post-marketing surveillance of all adverse events from manufacturers. We published 11 cases of TTP in association with clopidogrel, obtained from surveillance of directors of plasmapheresis centers in the United States. Not one of them had been reported to the FDA directly. However, we had an article 6 weeks after clopidogrel received FDA approval. Now, 10 years later, there are about 120 clopidogrel-associated TTP cases in the FDA database. Its estimated incidence is still one in a million, although we hear about the side effect every night on TV during commercials for the drug on the evening news.

Dr. Major: The FDA is more open now than in the past to trying to get a handle on what's going on with biologic therapies. We need to do a little more homework up front on biologic agents in order to anticipate some adverse events. For example, the migratory nature of CD34+ cells through the circulation following naturalization was not appreciated, even though data in the literature already supported this phenomenon when integrin receptors are blocked.
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